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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
08/26/15  

The path of least resistance remains down as deflation returns  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -5.70, SILVER -24.60, PLATINUM +2.40  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,134.40 -19.85 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
369,025 tons +13,475 tons Shanghai copper stocks +2,762 tons to 123,137 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: With the exception of the Nikkei, All Ordinaries and the US markets, 
most equity market measures were weaker overnight. The biggest loser was the RTS followed closely by the 
Shanghai Composite which was down 1.3%. While the Chinese markets avoided panic type selling into their 
closes, the US reversal into the close on Tuesday afternoon probably set the stage for the overnight weakness. 
Apparently the PBOC was forced to respond with additional stimulus action to stem the slide in the Shanghai 
Composite last night. The US economic calendar begins with weekly mortgage market data. The highlight of the 
scheduled data flow will likely be US Durable Goods that are forecast to have contracted on the month. This is 
quite different than last month's 3.4% gain that was attributed to aircraft orders. The US Treasury conducts the 
second leg of this week's supply offerings with a $35 billion 5-Year Note auction, which produced a yield of 
1.625% in the July auction. New York Fed president William Dudley speaks on the regional economic outlook 
during the US morning hours.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
A huge range-down washout in gold yesterday was not surprising considering the dramatic reduction in safe 
haven sentiment and the sharp recovery in the US Dollar. In short, there has been a slight decline in anxiety that 
has forced out a number of longs that came into gold from the early August rally. In order to leave the bear camp 
in control of gold ahead probably requires confirmation that the Chinese equity markets are capable of remaining 
below a full boil. However, copper and crude oil generally remain under pressure and that hints of revived 
deflationary fears and that seems to have applied some early pressure to gold and silver. In the near-term, gold 
and silver look to remain under a lite liquidation threat as safe haven fears abate and ongoing slowing fears litter 
the headlines. Gold and silver should be benefiting from a rising chorus of predictions that the Fed won't hike 
rates in September, especially since that thinking undermines the Dollar. While we would expect gold to be 
cushioned by recent revelations that some fund players were turning more positive toward gold, we also expect to 
see at least a nominal correction of the July and August rally unfold ahead. A normal retracement of the July and 
August rally in December gold projects a setback to $1,121.50, especially since Indian buyers have not been 
enticed to buy on this week's setback in prices. While a hint of deflation from copper and residual fears of turmoil 
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in China are countervailing forces today, the path of least resistance looks to remain down.  

 

PLATINUM  
A pattern of lower highs and lower lows leaves the path of least resistance pointing downward in the PGM 
complex. While a return to the July and August lows might prompt talk of a major head and shoulders bottom 
formation on the charts, PGM prices clearly require a consistent return to "risk on" and to growth, to signal a major 
low has been forged. News that the South African mining sector is attempt to facilitate BRIC central bank reserve 
buying of platinum could eventually be support but only if that deal becomes reality. Even a minor consistent new 
supply force could be just the trick to stop the carnage in PGM prices. Palladium prices at this week's lows of 
$528.20 are an astoundingly cheap historical value, but we aren't sure we see a quick start of up-trending price 
action until the macro-economic way forward features some hope and optimism. Initial downside targeting in 
October platinum is seen down at $963 with targeting in September palladium seen down at $525. However, 
those that get short PGM's at these levels should realize that a sustained global slowdown might already be 
priced in. Palladium is quickly approaching a 50% loss within a single year and therefore it might be time to visit a 
palladium coin dealer for a fresh stash of hard assets.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
The bear camp retains control as safe haven fears generally continue to moderate and there continues to be a 
fear of ongoing deflation from the ultra-weak action in copper and Chinese equities. We also think that fresh chart 
damage is poised to add to the liquidation washout in gold and silver in the coming trading sessions especially if 
US data today is strong enough to rekindle talk of a September rate hike. In fact, until distinct bargain-hunting 
buying is seen from China and/or India, the Dollar resumes its slide in earnest and an official South African gold 
mining strike is waged, the path of least resistance might be down. In December gold, we can't rule out a near-
term slide down below $1,125 before the end of this week and a similar slide in September silver back to the 
August lows of $14.34.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
08/26/15  
The bears camp regains control but prices are very cheap  

 

GENERAL: The copper market forged a 24-hour low to high rally of roughly 12 
cents a pound, but that action seems to have corrected the oversold condition 
enough to allow for renewed selling today. Lingering fears of turmoil from China 
and an outsized rise in daily LME copper stocks of 13,475 tons would seem to 
signal massive fears of deteriorating physical demand for copper. The copper 
trade really needs to see positive equity market action and hints that the US Fed 
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will not hike interest rates next month just to be able to respect the August spike low down at $2.2090. In fact, 
despite an additional Chinese stimulus move overnight, Chinese equities remained under pressure which in turn 
has sparked fears that the slide in Chinese stock prices can't be arrested by Chinese official maneuvers.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Near-term downside targeting is seen down at $2.2420 and then again down at the recent low of $2.2090. In 
order to reverse the short-term down trend probably requires hints from the Fed of no September action or 
consistent September copper pricing back above $2.2965.  
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